**Project Name:**
Nature Museum — The Lost Panoramas Exhibit

**Specifications:**

- **Material:**
  - Clear Film
  - Black Ultraboard with White Face
  - PSA Adhesive Vinyl

- **Production:**
  - High-definition 6-color printing
  - 1200dpi UV Flatbed Printing
  - CNC digital cutting
  - Opaque white ink with controlled translucency

- **Sizes:**
  - Various sizes up to 4’x8’

- **Quantity:**
  - One complete set consisting of approximately 50 individual panels

**Why We Do It Better:**

- High-definition 6-color printing for vibrant colors and fine details
- Outdoor durable ink that will never fade
- Custom color profile for consistent, neutral black & white photography
- UV flatbed printing on museum quality WBB boards
- Controlled application of white ink to achieve desired level of translucency
- Optically-registered digital cutting allows perfect matchup between panoramic panels
- Super-fast turnaround
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